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ABSTRACT 

 

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, NORTHRIDGE 

By 

Rob O’Keefe 

Master of Arts in Geography 

The remote wildlands of California are difficult to categorize and qualify as they are at 

once an “idea” and a “place.” Historical definitions of remote landscapes are tied to ideas 

of wilderness and have evolved over time and through different cultures.  The cognition 

of remote landscapes is a personal construct that is contingent on individual experience. 

Remoteness is often seen as a feature of wild lands and/or a quality that modifies 

collateral aspects of the broader topic of wilderness; such as naturalness, primitiveness, 

opportunities for solitude, and overall accessibility.  Past administrative regional planning 

tools, such as the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS), have been an attempt to 

quantify and qualify the varying interests/agendas of those who utilize remote areas for 

recreational purposes. Recent advances in digital geo-technologies as well as the rise in 

adventure recreation communities on the Internet have meant that people can be informed 

of and interact with remote landscapes like never before. This paper asks what and where 

are the most remote areas remaining in the California Desert?  What are their extent and 

condition?  And can they truly be called wilderness and how are the digital mapping and 

geovisual technologies changing both the idea and place of remoteness?  To answer these 
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questions, this paper will use publicly available data on roads and road volume to 

generate an overview of remote places in the California Desert.  Candidate areas 

identified in this process, and from collateral data sets, will be refined and mapped at 

finer scale for further study.  Resulting areas will be cataloged and an index for ranking 

and assessing their remoteness applied; using ROS standards as a guide and incorporating 

qualitative, experiential data as a modifier. Experiential data collected by the author will 

be analyzed having on the perception remote landscapes and the physical settings they 

occupy.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Much has been written about the character and quality of wilderness areas and their 

importance in maintaining natural heritage in the modern world (Washington, 2002; 

Lowenthal, 2005).  Wilderness, though an abstraction of human conception, has taken on 

a tangible quality through such devices as the Wilderness Act of 1964 and the California 

Desert Protection Act of 1994.  Those landmark acts of legislation created a host of 

federally administered areas delineated on maps and demarked by boundaries, posts, and 

signs on anchored on the physical landscape. At the same time, these acts delineated the 

most remote lands left in California and California’s deserts.  By contrast, comparatively 

little has been written about remoteness as a quality or condition of such landscapes.  

While it is true that biological research has generated much data on the effects of 

remoteness on breeding populations of migratory animals, human interactions and 

perceptions of remoteness as a facet of wildlands have been largely absent from the 

scholarly record.  Perhaps this is because remoteness is a more relative and nebulous term 

than the modern concept of wilderness and that it can be viewed in both wilderness and 

anthropogenic contexts.   

However, with a world with a population rapidly approaching 8 billion people, the 

remote areas of the planet where anthropogenic influences are absent or minimally 

obvious shrink every year (Watson, et al., 2016; Current World Population, 2019). Some 

have argued that because of the crush of humanity and the competition for shrinking 

resources, pristine wilderness no longer exists (McKibben, 1990). At the very least, it 

may be that the traditional moral value of such places held in the past has become of less 

consequence in the minds of younger generations grappling with issues such as with 
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climate change (Smith and Kirby, 2015; Drethden, 2005). In the era of hyper-capitalism, 

where what nature still remains is increasingly subject to commodification, cynical views 

have emerged that potentially threaten a reexamination of the wilderness concept 

altogether (Genovese, 2017).  Then there is the reality of geospatial technologies and 

remote sensing satellites,  from which untold terabytes of detailed spatial data have 

forever dispelled such notions of “terra incognita,” and consigned them to being relics of 

a bygone era (Carver and Fritz, 2016).  Remoteness, then, is no longer a guardian and 

protector of once inaccessible and untrammeled places. Unless we reevaluate and 

prioritize the protection of such places, future generations will only have relativistic, 

anthropocentric conceptions and interpretations of what these landscapes may have been 

(Smith and Kirby, 2015; Sessions, 2019). And certainly what unmapped, unexplored and 

remote areas of the planet presently exist will be increasingly relegated to an ever-smaller 

spatial extent, scale, and purpose.  

1.1 Background 

Philosophical debates aside, there is little question what remote and wildlands that 

still exist are continually being degraded. Despite decades of protection by government 

statutes, the remote wilderness areas of California’s desert face new and increasing 

pressures (Teasley et al, 1999).  These pressures come from a variety of sources.  There 

are administrative intrusions (changes in land management classifications, reductions in 

conservations lands, privatization); periphery intrusions (air traffic, light pollution, noise 

pollution etc.); direct and deliberate intrusions (illegal OHV use, drug trafficking and 

manufacture, illegal dumping etc.);  as well as rising visitation and usage by 
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recreationalists for these limited resources.  Some in this last category are drawn to these 

remote lands in ways that set them apart from past adventurers.  In the age of social 

media, wildness landscapes have also become commodified (Smith, 2019).  

Yet the naturalness and solitude afforded by remote landscapes remain a required 

attribute of wilderness per the Wilderness Act of 1964 (Library of Congress, 2019).  

Opportunities for remote wilderness experiences, the solitude, and self-sufficiency such 

places promote, consistently rank among the most important and sought out aspects of 

such landscapes.(Hammitt and Madden, 1989; Hammitt, 1994; Borrie and Roggenbuck, 

2001).  In light of these circumstances, identifying remote areas as well as assessing and 

managing the impact of recreational use on federally administered remote landscapes is 

and will remain a daunting and contentious challenge (Hall, 2001). 

Despite having been mapped and re-mapped by ever more sophisticated and precise 

techniques there are, nonetheless, areas in California where firsthand ground-based 

knowledge and observation remain minimal.  This is not surprising. By definition these 

lands are out of the way places that are hard to access.  Remote sensing technologies, 

satellite, and aerial photography, LIDAR and spectral imaging, etc. are still not a 

substitute for in the field observation and experiential data collection. Advanced geo-

technologies can only assist in delineating remote areas where wilderness experiences are 

more likely to be experienced.  A full appreciation of the remote qualities of such 

landscapes requires visitation and carefully crafted qualitative data collection techniques; 

as remoteness is both a quantifiable asset of the land and a condition or idea that is highly 

influenced by individual attitudes and shared (cultural) beliefs.  
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1.2: Defining the Landscape 

Remote, minimally disturbed wildlands offer a chance to view the most natural 

and undisturbed landscapes for such purposes of archeology, biological studies, and 

geology. And many such areas of California’s desert parkland were set aside for such 

purposes (Dilsaver, 2016).  A majority of Americans also feel the natural legacy that 

remote lands afford should be preserved and protected for future generations, perhaps 

even deserving special protections to ensure the sanctity of their intrinsic values  

(Seekamp & Cole, 2009).  As population pressures and development increase on their 

periphery, their value as a respite from humanity will only increase, most assuredly 

placing yet more pressure on this finite resource.  

But landscapes do not exist in a vacuum.  They are personal and social constructs 

with many complex and interconnected elements that have far-reaching implications, 

culturally, politically and environmentally (Farina, 2007).  Yet while remote landscapes 

are imbued with the power to affect all of humanity, individuals perceive/value different 

attributes in landscapes and relate to those attributes based on their own experiences and 

belief systems. Sauer (1925) noted that the content of landscape not only involves its 

discreet definition but also that landscape has generic meaning, elements of personal 

judgment in the selection of content, extensiveness of areal feature, and a natural and 

cultural landscape.  

Nassauer (1995) underscores the role of direct human interaction in the cognition 

of landscape.  Her treatise is that culture is fundamental to the definition of the discipline 

and its present separation from the more naturalistic geo-ecological sciences that 
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attempted to study “pristine” ecosystems in the centuries and decades prior.  The 

implications are that landscape, whatever the physical manifestations may be, is both a 

cultural construct and a modifier of cultural structures.  Her work introduces the role 

perception and cognition play in not only our recognition of landscape but also in the 

personal preferences and aesthetic qualities we as individuals ascribe landscape and our 

subsequent interactions with it.  We not only perceive the landscape based on our 

experience, the landscape(s) in turn help to shape who we are and how we see ourselves. 

Farina and Belgrano (2006) seem to concur that landscape is a set of “processes and 

patterns” that are imbued with that transformative power on the individual, cultural and 

socio-political scales. 

There are different examples of how this transformative power can reshape the 

land.  The ongoing irony of “green” energy in the desert is one at the socio-political end 

of the spectrum.  In an effort to address climate change, large swaths of relatively 

undisturbed BLM land in the California desert are rapidly being developed as solar power 

generating facilities.  These massive installations disrupt and disturb ecosystems that 

cannot be replaced.  The footprint of these facilities can cover many dozens of acres with 

shiny, highly reflective surfaces, can be seen for many miles in the open terrain of the 

Mojave and Colorado Deserts. This visual blemish destroys the sense of remoteness and 

solitude not only in and around the lands they inhabit.  It is an open question as to what 

the primary motivations are for creating energy facilities far from the places the power 

will be consumed.  Nonetheless, their presence is a poignant reminder of how even good 

intentions can have deleterious impacts on these most fragile and easily disturbed 

landscapes protected nearby.   
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Perhaps more subtly is the commodification of nature that is taking place in social 

networking communities.  These forums perform the cultural component to which 

individuals so inclined, seek out and create communities based on similar interests like 

adventure recreation.  Whether in the terrestrial or virtual realm, these connections 

constitute belonging and promote reinforcement of belief systems pertaining to, among 

other things, relationships with landscapes.  Through similar channels, however, 

enterprising individuals have come to realize that social media platforms like Instagram 

and Facebook offer ways to promote themselves and their wares to those identified 

communities and the larger market (Smith, 2019).  In recent years there has been a 

proliferation of compelling photography that some might argue exploits natural heritage 

for personal gain. These “recreationalists,” if they may accurately be called that, have a 

fundamentally different relationship with remote landscapes than someone like Ansel 

Adams, who worked tirelessly to protect the landscapes he famously photographed.  

There are many documented cases of groups and individuals trampling sensitive 

ecological environments to get an all-important “selfie” and the “likes” that could 

translate into social or financial reward (Smith, 2019).   

1.3 Defining Terms 

One of the problems in assessing and managing such landscapes is the fluid and 

imprecise nature of the language used to describe them as well as the emotional 

attachments imbued in them (Farina, 2007).  The term “wilderness,” for instance, today 

serves as an administrative demarcation for federal land management.  But it also evokes 

images of “natural,” “pristine” and “untrammeled” spaces devoid of a human presence.  

Both the realities and perceptions of wilderness have changed considerably over time.  
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But as we will explore in the review of literature, this term remains highly subjective and 

defined, somewhat imprecisely, on a sliding scale of relativity by individuals and 

cultures.  

Remoteness as a term is perhaps even harder to pin down.  When exactly does an 

object or entity go from “near” to “far”  or from close to remote? Does the remote quality 

of wilderness start at its administrative boundary or some undefined distance beyond?  

For the purpose of this study, remoteness will be defined by absolute distance(s) from 

anthropogenic features.  And as I will show in the results and conclusions, remoteness 

and wilderness are not wholly dependent on each other.  They can exist concordantly or 

incongruously depending on circumstances.  

Lastly, I use the term “anthropogenic intrusions” throughout this article. Though 

the term does appear in other scholarly literature, there is no formal definition of the term 

to be found. Its use serves as a rather imprecise measure of human influence and human-

caused factors in the environment.  This article will use the term to describe any and all 

human presence, impact or circumstance on or affecting the landscape which  “intrudes” 

on the remote and wild quality of the landscape.  The precise intrusions and their 

importance to this study are described in more detail in Chapter 4.  
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1.4: Purpose of Study 

This paper posits several augments with the central tenet being that remoteness is 

both a place and an idea, and that while closely allied to concepts of wilderness, it is a 

feature of landscape possessing its own unique attributes that can help to reclassify 

federally designated wilderness areas. Remote landscapes in California are under siege 

and face challenges from a host of  traditional threats of encroachments and degradation 

as well as emerging potential threats, which I will identify.  Moreover, I propose that the 

remote wildlands of Death Valley National Park do not meet the strict criteria of 

untrammeled, as defined by the Wilderness Act of 1964.  And that furthermore, that 

anthropogenic intrusions occur and exist in relative abundance even the most isolated and 

inaccessible reaches of the park.  

To lend credence to my assertions I conducted a state-wide inventory of 

California’s remaining remote, roadless areas to analyze their extent at a general level.  In 

support of my contention, I narrowed focus to the area of Death Valley National Park and 

looked at how the modifying spatial attributes of anthropogenic intrusions work to 

degrade the extent and quality of truly remote and otherwise pristine natural landscapes. 

Furthermore, observations from two in-the-field partial transects of remote candidate 

areas were analyzed to provide a mixture of quantitative and qualitative context to the 

discussion.  Finally, I will argue that the wild and remote lands still remaining in 

California should be afforded protections and preservation, perhaps above and beyond 

current wilderness designations.  
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Chapter 2: Discussion of Literature 

Scholarly literature on remoteness as a facet of wildlands is scant.  Where and 

when the subject is broached, the term is usually used as means of modifying or 

emphasizing the quality of wilderness or to describe the spatial relationship of biological 

phenomena in natural habitats.  But since there is interconnectivity, fluidity and overlap 

between the terms wilderness and the remote spatial coordinates these wildlands inhabit, 

there is fertile ground to begin a discussion by looking at literature which assess the 

character and quality of wilderness and wild lands.   

2.1 Historical Perspectives on Remote Lands 

In order to get a more thorough comprehension of the idea and place components 

of remote lands it is important to understand how these ideas have been applied to the 

related topics of wilderness and remoteness.  In many regards, the two topics run as 

concurrent themes in Judeo-Christian Western tradition.  Biblical scripture uses the term 

“wilderness” nearly 300 times in the Old and New Testaments (Nash, 1982).  In the 

Bible, wilderness and the remote, uninhabited desert regions of the Middle East were 

synonymous concepts (Stankey, 1989; Dilsaver, 2016).  They were places that were arid, 

vast, desolate and mysterious.  Far from modern conceptions of such places being places 

of poised reflection or spiritual rejuvenation, these landscapes were seen as places of 

“evil” where the devil was in residence and the presence of God was absent (Cronon, 

1996).   

European and early American conceptions of wilderness primarily applied to a 

woodland context.  Both cultures had negative connotations of undeveloped lands and 

shared beliefs that such places possessed connections to mysterious and supernatural 
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elements (Nash, 1982).  Theses remote wild lands were not places to be revered or to 

seek inspiration.  Instead they were seen as obstacles to progress, challenges to be tamed 

and transformed by the hand of man.  Nonetheless, notions of wilderness from the 

Enlightenment onwards had one subtle but important characteristic over that of antiquity; 

that wilderness had value that could be extracted to enrich those with the courage and the 

fortitude to do so.  

American attitudes about the remote wildlands having their own intrinsic value  

did not begin to appreciably shift until the later part of the 19th Century (Stankey, 1989).  

Writers such as Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, later to be followed by Aldo Leopold, 

Sigurd Olson and others, began to transform the earlier notions of wilderness (Meyer, 

1997).  Slowly, what was once seen as the abode of evil and the ominous, 

metamorphosed into one in which “God was present; a place where one could commune 

with His spirit and be imbued with inspiration from the divine” (Borrie & Roggenbuck, 

1998; Kaye, 2000).  This spiritual and rejuvenating dimension of wildlands was a radical 

shift.  It also emerged at a time when it was first being realized among a select few that 

opportunities to experience untrammeled wilderness were dwindling rapidly.  Turner 

(1921) noted the “The Frontier” had effectively closed in 1890.  At the dawn of the 20th 

Century, the somewhat dueling ideas of conservation and preservation held court over 

how American society should manage what remained of the natural heritage. 

Preservationists, like John Muir, argued that wilderness should be preserved as it is for 

posterity. Conservationists, like Gifford Pinchot, opined that the needs of the nation and 

the greater good of the many should be part of the equation (Meyer, 1997).  Irrespective 
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of intent and emphasis, conservation and preservation as philosophies, and later as 

institutional policies, cemented “place” to the “idea” of wilderness.   

In a sense it was a moot point. The United States had been effectively mapped by 

the turn of the 20th century.  No longer were wilderness areas and the remote landscapes 

they contained viewed as terra incognita or boundless tracts. But it wasn’t until the 1930s 

that some attributes that define the character of modern wilderness started to emerge. 

Besides the laudable goals of preserving scenic grandeur and wildlife, which were the 

impetus for the creation of the first National Parks, there came the opinion that 

wilderness should be roadless (Cheever, 2007).  Roads, it was realized, provide access 

and it is access that begets further development. The nascent but burgeoning car culture 

that was developing in 1920s America led to, among other things, a boon of roadbuilding. 

Conservationists at the time worried that if left unchecked, road networks would soon 

divide and penetrate all the remaining remote wildlands, consigning them to assured 

exploitation (Sutter, 2002).  The motivations of some of the conservationists of the day 

was not entirely virtuous. Conservation as policy was primarily a pragmatic gesture. By 

the first decades of the 20th Century private interests had felled vast forests in the East 

and now looked greedily to the last remaining virgin stands under the jurisdiction of the 

newly minted U.S. Forest Service (Meyer, 1997).  Conserving timber, not necessarily the 

wildlands and ecosystems they represented, was seen as a strategic necessity as America 

adjusted to its new role on the world stage.  

In the years after World War II, the first signs that an era of limits was 

approaching came and preservationist factions now sought to enhance and expand the 

protections afforded remote wildlands by the conservationist policies imposed decades 
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earlier.  And in doing so the linkage between the idea of wilderness and its place on the 

map came into being with the passage of the Wilderness Act of 1964 (Harvey, 2005).  In 

the United States, at least, wilderness now had names, features and most poignantly, 

bounds. The idea of bounded wilderness is somewhat antithetical to historic definitions of 

the term and would have horrified the likes of Thoreau and Muir (Bugbee, 1974).  

Nonetheless, neatly delineated “green” areas on maps are now reality and quickly became 

focal points for scientific study as well as beacons to adventure recreationalists.  For in 

designating the extent of preserved and protected wildlands on maps, cartographers and 

the administrative mandates they serve were also, if inadvertently, helping to define and 

clarify the “remote” as a physical entity.  When the entire continent was viewed as a 

“howling wilderness,” or the bulk of lands between the 100th meridian and the gold fields 

of California constituted the “Wild West,” little distinction was needed or made for the 

relative remoteness of discrete parcels of land (Dilsaver, 2016).  Only when such 

wildlands took on the semblance of an archipelago in a sea of human development did 

the idea of the remote lands rise in stature and importance and value.  

2.2 Physical Factors to consider in defining remoteness 

 Absolute distance between identified subjects is the basis for defining the 

remoteness of one object, or set of objects, from each other (Deza, 2006).  In GIS, this 

can take the form of lines, points, polygons or raster data that can be mathematically 

analyzed to determine distance. Or in the case of raster cells and polygons, it can be used 

to determine such qualities as adjacency and area (Dent, 1999).  Landscape ecologists 

further refine the raw vector and raster math of GIS into patches, usually biogeographic 

in nature, of similar or dissimilar characteristics (Forman and Godron, 1986).  As such, 
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distance from anthropogenic features (remoteness) is one attribute that helps to describe 

the character and health of the landscape and the habitats it contains.  

But other physical, temporal and environmental criteria could be utilized as well.  

Physiographic barriers between subjects (degree of slope, density of vegetation, swampy 

conditions, etc.) impede travel and make the physical cost of visiting certain remote areas 

more taxing than others of equal or greater Euclidean distance.  Even when distance 

remains constant, seasonal and climatic considerations can modify the apparent 

remoteness of a location.  Winter conditions, in particular, often make even relatively 

close by features seem like a much more remote location than in summer.  The perceived 

rigors of the environment also affect people’s perceptions of the “wildness” of the 

landscape. For example, tens of thousands of people scale New Hampshire’s Mt. 

Washington (6,288’) every summer. On a clear warm day, it is a strenuous but 

straightforward hike.  Yet this relatively small mountain in the densely populated 

Northeastern U.S. grows ominously more difficult due to changes in seasonal weather 

conditions. Only the hardiest and most experienced mountaineers should attempt the 

summit in winter. Likewise, parts of the desert southwest that are frequently traveled in 

winter when temperatures are moderate become deserted in summer.  In this case, heat 

and the amount of water one needs to carry in order to penetrate the landscape becomes 

an increasingly prohibitive proposition. In both examples, the Euclidean distance of the 

remote object(s) has not changed.  Rather, environmental factors have modified the ratio 

of effort to goal so that the landscape feature is less accessible, and hence more remote, 

than would be under ideal conditions.   
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2.3 Remoteness as a “Place” 

 Remote desert landscapes are, like wilderness, both an “idea” and a “place” 

(Aplet, Thomson and Wilbert, 2002).  Of these two qualities, place is arguably less 

ambiguous.  Place is an ordinal construct whereby human beings give meaning to 

geometric space (Tuan, 1977).  It is also true place is constructed by individual 

experience, as places have personal meanings that resonate on an individual level. The 

word “home” provides a prime example.  

Construction of place as a function of society can affix more tangible and long 

lasting meaning to specific locations or landscapes. When a feature of the landscape is 

defined, demarcated or delineated, the name applied to it separates it from the 

undifferentiated space around it and a meaning, however vague, is established for the 

location in question (Tuan, 1975).  In a large sense then, the passage of the California 

Desert Protection Act of 1994 reaffirmed and created “place” for the remote desert 

wildlands of the Golden State just as the Wilderness Act had done 30 years earlier.  This 

legislation identified 69 wilderness areas designated for study and possible protection in 

the California Desert.  These areas represent the most pristine, natural and remote parcels 

of land in the 25 million acres that make up the California Desert ( S. 21, 103rd).   

In acknowledging that these areas possessed a relative absence of anthropogenic 

influences, by default this legislation helped define what the most remote lands are in 

California’s most arid quarter.  Yet it should be noted that not all of the areas identified in 

the act were to receive protection under law.  The act upgraded and enlarged Death 

Valley and Joshua Tree National Monuments to National Park status, affording the 

remote wildlands so contained the most comprehensive protections. It also created the 
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Mojave National Preserve, which preserves not only natural heritage but also any existing 

cultural and economic activities that have been ongoing in the administrative boundary – 

namely mining and ranching (S. 21 (103rd).  The CDPA also created dozens of 

Wilderness Study Acts (WSA) to be administered by the Bureau of Land Management.  

This last aspect of the act is the most controversial and troubling for preservationists.  For 

while the BSA’s meet all the wilderness characteristics as described in Section 603 of 

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and Section 2(c) of the Wilderness 

Act of 1964, they have not been formally included in the National Wilderness Protection 

System (Dilsaver, 2016).  As such, they are managed by the BLM as wilderness, but have 

not been granted that designation by Congress. Consequently, their protected status can 

change depending on the political whims of the current administration and the 

Department of the Interior.   

2.4 Remoteness as an “Idea” 

Landscapes are, by their nature, difficult to succinctly categorize and document in 

a way that satisfies all those who interact with them.  They are ideas cultivated both by 

individual experience, cultural beliefs and subject to the value systems of those who seek 

to itemize their attributes (Tuan, 1979).  Similar to place, individuals perceive and value 

different attributes in landscapes and relate to those attributes based on their experiences 

and belief systems. Sauer, (1925) noted that the content of landscape not only involves its 

discreet definition but also that landscape has generic meaning, elements of personal 

judgment in the selection of content, extensiveness of areal feature, and a natural and 

cultural landscape.  
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As such, appreciation of remote landscapes is a personal construct that is 

contingent on experiential factors (Tuan, 1975).  It is a subjective exercise rooted in 

individual perceptions (Stankey and Schreyer, 1987), yet one that ultimately emanates 

from common characteristics and attitudes such as “solitude, freedom, naturalness, 

aesthetic appreciation, spiritual values and the mystical dimensions of the wilderness 

experience” (Kliskey, 1998).  This underscores the role of direct human interaction in the 

cognition of landscape.  Implicit in this view of landscape is that there is both a cultural 

construct and a modifier of cultural structures.  Perception and cognition not only steer 

recognition of landscape but they help shape the personal preferences and aesthetic 

qualities we as individuals ascribe landscape and our subsequent interactions (Nassauer, 

1995).  We describe ourselves and our aspirations through these connections with the 

land and people with whom we share those relationships (Farina and Belgrano, 2006).  

Thus, shared individual values of landscape provide a basis of, among other things, the 

creation of social networking communities of likeminded individuals, which need not 

exist in any traditional geographic “place.”  In turn, such communities perform the 

“cultural” component to which the individuals, so inclined, reinforce their identity and 

value systems when they seek engagement in their chosen recreational pursuit in remote 

landscape settings -- whether as individuals or as part of more organized groups. And in 

our hyper-media and rapaciously capitalistic society, groups and individuals will find 

ways to commodify and market landscapes to meet those needs and desires.  

Specifically pertaining to wilderness and, subsequently remoteness, Stankey 

(1973), developed what he coined a “wilderness purism” scale for measuring the 

perceived wildness of a landscape.  While not truly a physical measure of remoteness, 
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this scale matched visitor’s assessments and attitudes about legally defined wilderness 

entities and charted their perceptions to measure attitudinal agreement (Shafer & 

Hammitt, (1995b).  Stankey utilized 14 criteria including: relative absence of people, 

remoteness from cities or developments, pristine natural environmental conditions, 

presence of fish and game management, absence of motorized travel or roads, encounters 

with other visitors, and size of area (Johnson, Hall and Cole, 2005).  This work would 

later be codified in creation of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum in 1979.  Though 

described as a “spectrum” the categorical nature of the work is more akin to a “nested 

egg” approach to viewing the quality of remote wildlands than a continuum. 

2.5 Connection to wilderness and solitude 

Remoteness as a quality of landscape can exist without wilderness.  Objects and 

places can be remote from one another in natural (wilderness) or urban (anthropogenic) 

contexts, or a mixture of both.  Research, however, has shown wilderness and the 

“wilderness experience” to be the parent to whom such concepts as naturalness, 

primitiveness, remoteness, solitude, and freedom from confinement act as modifying 

qualifiers  or descriptors (Johnson, Hall and Cole, 2005).  Yet despite the inherent 

ambiguity and subjectivity, multiple surveys of people who recreate in wilderness areas 

have shown interconnectivity of remoteness and wilderness as concepts and that most 

know of and are aware of it’s inherent relationship (Johnson, Hall and Cole, 2005).  

Solitude, in a natural context, is generally thought of as being dependent on 

remoteness.  Solitude is about detachment from other individuals and/or society, often for 

the purpose of self-discovery or self-fulfillment (Hollenhorst and Jones). Solitude has 

been shown to provide significant enjoyment, tranquility and a sense of oneness with the 
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natural environment (Shafer and Hammitt, 1995). Hence, the solitude wilderness 

promises to provide is often seen as a specific goal or reward inherent in the landscape 

that is as obtainable as an object to those who pursue it.  Remoteness, in turn, provides 

the impetus, the means or opportunity to experience solitude.  Research suggests that 

when a participant encounters relatively few numbers of other visitors or indications of 

their presence/passing in wilderness, solitude and relative remoteness are reported by 

more respondents (Hammitt, 1993).  And while congressionally mandated wilderness 

does have rigid protocols and plans for its continued existence, remoteness and solitude, 

in this context, depend on the existence of wilderness for their continued perpetuity. 

2.6 Human Pressures on Remote Landscapes 

Remote landscapes in the California desert have been under increasing pressure 

for decades (Teasely et al, 1999).  The western United States has seen its population 

triple since 1950 (Watson and Cole et al, 1999).  While the population growth in 

California has leveled off in recent years, neighboring Nevada and Arizona both continue 

to grow at a staggering rate.  Both states have seen large increases in population within 

the last few decades.  Southern Nevada, in particular Clark County, was one of the fastest 

growing regions of the United States for the past 2 decades (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019).  

California, while not adding population at the same rate as Nevada or Arizona, has a 

much larger established population.  Even with a smaller growth rate, California has 

added more net population than any of its neighbors.  Much of that increase has come in 

the southern portion of the state, bounding, abutting and spreading along the highways 

systems ever deeper into the desert each year.  The Palmdale and Lancaster area, once a 

smallish community in the Antelope Valley has now become a large metropolitan area in 
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its own right.  Hundreds of thousands of people now live in the Antelope Valley, the 

western extension of the Mojave Desert.  This population growth has also resulted in 

much more traffic through the transportation corridors that slice through the heart of the 

Mojave and Colorado Desert portions of the California Desert Protection Act.  Interstates 

15, 40 and 10 are major routes traversed by hundreds of thousands of vehicles every year 

--some 4,300 cars per hour pass the Baker/Rte. 127 intersection alone, which is a major 

debarkation point for travelers to the desert parks (CalTrans, 2019).  Together, these three 

interstates effectively divide the California desert region into Northern, Central and 

Southern sections. What’s more, they provide efficient vectors of travel for increasing 

numbers of visitors to the region. 

Residential and commercial developments are not the only factors that apply 

pressure to what remains of the remote and wild lands of the California desert.  

Increasingly, the very people who seek remote lands as destinations for recreation are 

impacting the resource.  However, Buckley (2005) notes, “accurate scientific data on 

environmental impacts of outdoor recreation and adventure tourism are rather limited.”  

This has proven true of gauging the industry as a whole.  Older studies tended to focus on 

projections of use by individuals.  For example, industry and government reports form 

the 1990s stated that by 2040, outdoor recreation is projected to increase a total of 74% 

from 2000 levels (Widdekind, 1995, Bowker, et al, 1999).  Ewert & Hollenhorst, (1997) 

estimated that specific activities, such as day hiking and backpacking, were projected to 

grow 193% and 155% respectively for the same time frame.  Nevertheless, studies of the 

recreation industry since the year 2000 have had a decidedly more economic focus and 

slant.  In 2017 a report released by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) concluded 
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that outdoor recreation grew faster than the U.S. economy as a whole (3.9% vs. 2.4%, 

respectively) and contributed a larger percentage (2.2%) than either agriculture (1% ) or 

mining (1.4%) (Outdoor Recreation, n.d.). Suffice to say there are large numbers of 

Americans recreating outdoors and that activity is generating substantial amounts of 

money for interested parties.  The next decades will most likely see heated battles 

between seeming allies; environmentalists, recreation managers and recreationalists over 

the control and ultimate fate of the last remaining vestiges of a long vanished frontier, our 

remote and roadless public lands.   

Death Valley acquired its fearsome reputation for the inhospitable environment 

found there and the remote and austere nature of its stark landscapes.  But those 

attributes, which may deterred all but the hardiest visitors and adventures in decades past 

now seem to be an attractant. Death Valley National Park has seen visitation more than 

double in the past decade (2018 Visitation, n.d.). 
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Figure 1: Annual Visitation in Death Valley National Park between 1980 -2018. Courtesy of 
the National Park Service.  

 

Further compounding the issue is the fact that many of the remote, roadless 

landscapes in California and elsewhere are located on public lands that are managed by a 

myriad of federal and state agencies -- none of which share the precise mandates, agendas 

or guiding principles (Lubowski et al, 2006).  As mentioned earlier, The BLM is 

responsible for managing nearly half (11 million acres) of the 25 million acres designated 

as the California Desert Conservation Area by Congress.  Many of the areas under BLM 

jurisdiction are WSA’s whose continued status as “protected” wilderness is by no means 

assured.  
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2.7 Current and Future Challenges to Remote Landscapes 

Adventure recreation is a relatively new phenomenon that has arisen as a subset 

of more traditional outdoor pursuits like hiking and backpacking (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 

1997), It includes the former but also such “thrill” seeking activities as whitewater 

rafting, rock-climbing, and travel to remote, exotic and potentially dangerous locations 

via multiple modes.  Challenge, risk and self-reliance are integral parts of adventure 

recreation (Beedie & Hudson, 2003; Lepp & Gibson, 2008).  Participants in these 

activities frequently seek out communities of like-minded people that exist on the 

Internet.  In fact, social networking sites have become a part of the fabric that bind 

communities and allows the activities such as these to grow, prosper and spread 

knowledge (Boyd and Ellison, 2007).  Another central tenant of adventure recreation is 

the “dislocation of self from the ordinary to the extraordinary” which “appears to provide 

a pleasurable experience” (Rojek & Urry 1997).  Exploration also appears to be imbued 

in the human spirit and is as essential and basic as needs for safety and security (Maslow, 

1943; Mayer & Frantz, 2004).  With their lack of amenities, inherent physical challenges, 

perceived risks, and sense of mystery, remote landscapes can provide “extraordinary,”  

existential experiences to such people and groups in relative abundance.  

Motivations, however, remain complex and specific to individuals. Thoreau 

sought the wilds of Mt. Katahdin, Muir the lofty and remote peaks of the Sierra Nevada 

for recreation and inspiration.  Peary and Amundsen went to the North and South Poles, 

respectively, for national glory as well as personal prestige and financial gain. What is 

different in the digital age is the reach and scope each individual now possesses to affect 

perceptions and access for those that follow in their wake.  The writings of Thoreau and 
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Muir took decades to become popular and reach mass audiences. The exploits of the 

polar explorers are still not exactly common knowledge, their names far from being 

household words. Yet the musings, photos and blogs of modern day adventurers can 

reach a potential audience of millions within days or sometimes hours (Khamis, 2016).   

Numerous online communities of adventure recreational enthusiasts have sprung in the 

past decade. Untold more are being created every month.  They share trip reports, geo-

tagged photographs, geographic coordinates of interesting natural features and trade 

advice on logistics or simply banter back and forth in cyber forums. Some seek to meet 

those who share their interests and values. Others seek to gain notoriety, influence and 

cachet. (Wood, et al, 2013). They have incentives to do so. Recreation and travel themed 

web sites, with user-generated content, often entice potential contributors with 

merchandise or publicity perks for those offering the most compelling content.  Prestige 

and recognition among peer groups has also been cited as a prime motivating factor for 

not only choosing recreational pursuits but also the types and locations in which to do so 

(Munar & Jacobsen, 2014).  And increasingly,  many whose skill and experience are 

lacking are willing to simply ‘buy” the experience for the cachet it affords them  

(Buckley, 2003).  As we have seen on Mt. Everest, lack of mountaineering skills is no 

impediment to climbing the world’s tallest peak. Many people have now been shepherded 

up Everest and to other remote and exotic locations by those who do have the experience 

and logistical knowledge to get them there (Kayes, 2004).  

Crockett (2014) points of that with the rise of social media there is ever more 

competition to be noticed in this very visual and temporal medium.  As such, there is 

pressure to push bounds of physical and mental endurance by seeking out the most 
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remote and challenging settings to claim such lofty goals as a “first” ascent of a mountain 

peak or pioneering a route through an uncharted canyon (Beedie and Hudson, 2003; 

Welk, 2004).  To these self-conscious, entrepreneur-explorers, compelling photography 

or videography is the crucial component of the excursion. Therefore, locational attributes 

that evoke a sense of danger, mystery and are imbued with scenic splendor often become 

the backdrop of such pursuits. This is done, in part, to bolster the credibility and 

reputation of the producer of such content.  And increasingly, it is done to market 

personal and/or sponsored brands and wares on social media (Munar & Jacobsen, 2014).   

Modern day explorers too are, inadvertently or by design, leaving digital and 

actual footprints on the last relatively blank spots on the map.  Their posts on social 

media and other digital outlets beckon others to follow or even forge their own paths in 

the supposedly “untrammeled” wilderness.  It is becoming increasingly important to 

understand how this may or may not be impacting the lands themselves and how these 

groups and their affiliations may or may not influence evolving attitudes and 

relationships with the last remaining remote desert landscapes (Gundersen et al., 2015).  

The ecology of the planet is fragmented. As such, the isolation that remote landscapes 

afford may provide critical habitats for species which may be teetering on extinction 

(Fagan, 2002).  Increasing numbers of would-be adventurers blundering into such places 

without knowledge of the significance of their trespass could prove catastrophic.  

The traditional obstacles to access in the past were not only the terrain but that of 

the unknown.  Today’s digital adventurers are compiling a repository of information, 

admittedly of inconsistent quality and completeness, that nonetheless is making more and 

more information available to those who might follow in their footsteps and push deeper 
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into these micro-frontiers. And they do follow.  Statistics on travel-oriented websites 

have indicated that user-penned narratives, and especially photographs,  have become a 

deciding factor in where people travel (Lee, 2009).  In turn, if those inspired travelers 

generate and upload their own content, they perpetuate the feedback loop.  And, in the 

case of remote wilderness experiences, they will paradoxically help deprive those venture 

after  of the very quality of experience that earlier visitors sought.   

Unknowns abound in this new frontier.  Wilderness use has been, and continues 

to be, inadequately measured and described (White, Virden, Riper, 2008.)  Two decades 

ago, a survey of wilderness managers (consisting of 423 out of a total of 440 wilderness 

areas) reported that 63 percent relied on “best guesses” to estimate visitor use” (Watson, 

Cole, Turner and Reynolds (2000).  Much has changed on the ground since then.  For 

now, we can follow the digital and actual footprints such recreationalists leave behind on 

both the ground and the world wide web to help discover insights.  

 

Figure 2: Unnatural Artifact in the Eureka Valley. The author stands in a stone circle in the Eureka 
Valley left by unknown visitors.  This anthropogenic intrusion was located nearly two miles from the 

Eureka-Saline Road, well within an area designated as wilderness. It is visible from Google Earth.   
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Chapter 3: Data 

This study cataloged and quantifies the roadless lands in the State of California 

and features a focused analysis of the most remote lands in Death Valley National Park.  

This study builds off methods first developed in the National Overview of Road Metrics - 

Euclidean Distance (NORM-ED) dataset published by the USGS (2007).  The spatial 

relationship of individual roads, road networks, and intervening roadless areas was 

analyzed to select candidate areas for further refinement of the metric in order to develop 

a classification system for describing and disseminating the findings. Administrative data 

from managing agencies on roads, trails and other anthropogenic structures in and 

bounding these candidate areas were added to a geodatabase that provides a more precise 

picture of the extent and character of the most remote areas.  Two in-the-field 

assessments and data collection efforts were completed in 2010 during an earlier iteration 

of this study.  The data collected was logged to provide qualitative data attributes for 

current and future assessments.  

The base road layers for this study were road layers assembled from USGS data 

from the USGS National Transportation Dataset (NTD) Downloadable Data Collection.  

Air traffic routes (ATS_Routes) were obtained from the Federal Aviation Administration, 

Air Traffic Organization, Mission Support Services, Aeronautical Information Services.  

Data on mines (WQ_Mines) was downloaded from the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS).  Trail data was also obtained from the USGS. 

As an overview, line density was calculated at the state level to select areas for 

more detailed study (Fig:3).  Euclidean distance from roads was then calculated and 
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classified using a modified version of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum criteria 

(USDA, 1982).  That report designated 6 categories for measuring the level of and/or 

quality of remoteness from anthropogenic features; mainly roads and inhabited structures.  

The categories assigned run from least developed to most developed.  

  The ROS was developed by the U.S. Forest Service with the idea of balancing 

development with conservation (More, Bulmer, et al., 2003).  Hence, it is a scale that can 

be seen as cataloging and qualifying both ends of the spectrum -- areas with roads and 

areas without roads. Since this study deals specifically with remoteness from 

anthropogenic attributes, categories that prominently include such features were 

dismissed from consideration. This included the Urban, Rural and Roaded Natural 

classes.  The “Semi-Primitive Motorized” category was modified to serve as a minimum 

demarcation that roughly corresponds to the minimum threshold of wilderness 

designation (at least ¼ mile from all roads and structures, or habitations).  This modified 

category was designated as R1 for the purpose of the study.  Areas that were between one 

and three miles from all roads, habitats, and structures; areas that roughly correspond 

with the “Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized category from the ROS” were designated as R2.  

Finally, any lands that were calculated to be three or more miles from all roads, 

structures, and habitations were assigned a value of R3.  These were formerly labeled 

‘Primitive” in the ROS. 
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Physical 
Setting  

Primitive  
 

Semi-
Primitive 
Non-
Motorized  

Semi-
Primitive 
Motorized  

Roaded 
Natural  

Rural  Urban  

Remoteness  3 miles from 
any 
interstate, 
county or 
BLM 
system 
roads or 
isolated by 
topography  

1 mile from 
inter-state, 
county or 
BLM system 
roads, or 
isolated by 
topography  

At least ¼ 
mile from 
interstate 
or state 
roads  

May include 
areas within 1 
mile of 
interstate 
state, county 
or BLM 
roads  

No distance 
criteria  

No distance 
criteria  

Minimum 
Size  

5,000 acres  2,000 acres  1,000 acres  No size 
criteria  

No size 
criteria  

No size 
criteria  

Evidence of 
Humans  

Essentially 
unmodified 
natural 
environment  

Natural 
setting with 
some subtle 
modifications  

Natural 
setting 
with 
moderate 
alterations  

Natural 
setting with 
easily noticed 
to dominant 
modifications  

Modified 
natural 
setting with 
dominant 
modifications 
continually 
noticeable  

Structurally 
dominated 
setting, with 
natural 
elements 
subordinate.  

Figure 3: Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) Classifications (USDA, 1982). 

 

Physical 
Setting  

R3 
 

R2  R1 Near Road 
(NR) 

Roads (RDS) 

Remoteness  > 3 miles from 
all roads, 
mines and 
known ATR 
topography  

1 to 3 miles 
from all roads, 
all roads and 
mines and ¼ 
miles from all 
trails 

¼ to 1 mile 
from all roads.  

30 m (98.4 ft.) 
to ¼ mile from 
a road 

Up to 30 m 
(98.4 ft) from 
centerline of 
road feature.  

Minimum Size  5,000 acres  2,000 acres  Any size  Any Size Any Size 

Evidence of 
Humans  

Essentially 
unmodified 
natural 
environment  

Natural setting 
with some 
subtle 
modifications  

Natural setting 
with moderate 
alterations  

Modified 
natural setting 
with dominant 
modifications 
continually 
noticeable  

Structurally 
dominated 
setting, with 
natural 
elements 
subordinate.  

Figure 4: Modified ROS Focused on Roadless Areas.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

A coarse gauge to identify remote areas was performed at the state level and a 

more detailed analysis was performed in and around Death Valley National Park. As 

such, all geospatial data sets were clipped to the extent of either California’s state 

boundaries or Death Valley National Park and/or immediately adjacent areas.  

4.1: State of California 

California encompasses 163,696 square miles of which  of which 155,959 square 

miles is land and an additional 7,737 square miles are comprised of water.  The state is 

home to nearly 40 million people and has the most diverse range of topographic features 

in the United States.  Stitching together the disparate places and peoples of The Golden 

State is the nation’s second largest network of roads.  Some 394, 383 lane miles of roads 

connect, cross and divide the state’s acreage into a multitude of polygons bounded by 

pavement (U.S. Dept. of Transportation, 2019). 

In order to first understand the relationship between California’s land extent and its 

road network, I performed the following calculations in ArcGIS:  

 

• Merge 7 separate roads data layers into one layer (CA_Roads). 

• Clip National Land Cover Raster Data set to bounds covering the extent of the 

State of California 

• Project CA_Roads layer to same projected coordinate system as NLCD Data 

(WGS  1984 Albers) 
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• Perform line density on all roads to 90m resolution (Map #1) 

• Calculate Euclidean Distance from CA_Roads using geospatial extent and cell 

size (30,30 m) of NLCD raster layer 

• Reclassify the resulting distance from roads (in meters) using the Table 2.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Road Density in California and Death Valley National Park. Road density in California is 
highest in the heavily populated areas along the coast and Central Valley.  Well-trafficked transportation 
corridors also are evident at the state level.  Conversely, Death Valley National Park and the surrounding 

area show a dearth of road networks.  

 

4.2: Death Valley Study Area (DEVA) 

Death Valley National Park comprises over 3.3 million acres of land making it the 

largest national park in the contiguous United States (NPS, 2019). The overwhelming 

majority of the park’s area is located along California’s eastern border with a small 
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section spilling over into neighboring  Nevada.  Death Valley’s topography can best be 

described as horst and graben.  Several mountain ranges cross the park in generally 

northwest to south east orientation. These highlands are interspersed by a number of 

basins, some of them quite large.  Very few people live inside the park’s bounds.  The 

Park Service estimates that the average year-round population is approximately 250 

people, with majority of those people either park service employees or workers servicing 

the concessionaires in the park.  In 2018, the NPS reported that 1,678,660 people visited 

the park.  That is a nearly 23% increase from 2017’s tally of 1,294,827 visitors and  more 

than double the number in 2007 (2018 Visitation, n.d.).  

Those who venture to this remote and austere land will likely utilize the 

approximately 1,000 miles of roads that link the various areas of the park to each other 

and to  neighboring communities.  These roads range from well-maintained state 

highways (CA-190) to graded dirt roads and 4x4 “jeep” trails. 

DEVA also has a long history of mining stretch back to the 1850s.  While there are no 

longer any active mines within the park boundary, there are countless abandoned mines 

scattered throughout the area. Most but not all of these works were small scale ventures 

with a limited developed footprint (Digonett, 1999). And while some of these mines were 

worked by prospectors utilizing beasts of burden (mules and burros), far more had 

primitive roads connecting them to the larger, more developed road system of what 

would become the national park. 
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In order to first quantify and catalog the remote wild lands of Death Valley National 

Park,  I performed the following calculations in ArcGIS:  

• Assemble 10 m DEMs to cover Death Valley area with sufficient overlap and turn 

into a mosaiced raster layer 

• Buffer DEVA layer by 10 K to allow for overlap of road distances outside the 

study area.  

• Merge NV_Roads and CA_Roads into one layer DEVA_area_roads 

• Digitize road segments in Eureka/Saline Valley area that were not contained in 

the assembled road data sets. 

• Clip road and other attribute layers (air traffic, mines, , trails) by the extent of the 

DEM raster later. 

• Run Euclidean Distance on all point and line features. 

• Reclassify results according to modified ROS (see table below). 

• Combine results of distance from roads, mines, air traffic features and trails to 

identify most remote areas of DEVA. 

• Convert 30m raster cells to area  

• Convert raster to polygon for classification of areas and convert shape area to 

acres (shape_area * 0.0002471054 = acres). 

• Convert Lat/Long GCS coordinates for field survey points to KML using Google 

Earth. 

• Import KML to feature layer 

• Covert Excel file to table 

• Perform join of converted table to imported KML feature layer. 
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• Select all features in joined data and export as stand-alone feature.  

 

4.3: In-the-field reconnaissance (DEVA) 

In 2010, a preliminary  study which begat this thesis was conducted that identified 

two areas in Death Valley National Park with significant contiguous acreage at least 3 

miles from all roads.  At the time of that study, data for other modifying factors 

(mines, air traffic, and trails) included in the present GIS analysis were unavailable .  

In place of that, two transects were completed to gather data about anthropogenic 

features  that could potentially impact or even degrade the quality and character of the 

remote wilderness environment.  

 The two largest areas of contiguous remote acreage were surveyed as calculated 

with the data at the time. Unfortunately, the raw data used in the determination of 

those candidate areas was lost. All that remains were the individual points that were 

identified as being ‘most remote” in that survey: one area in the south, near the 

Owlshead Mountains and another in the south at the convergence of the Eureka 

Valley and the Saline Range.  The transects were carried out in linear fashion with the 

intent to complete the most direct route to the identified remote areas. However, 

allowances had to be made for topographical realities or course corrections.  In 

investigating anthropogenic intrusions on the ground, the investigator adhered to an 

approximate corridor of 50m  on either side of the charted route.  
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Category Acres Name 
R3 60,043 Owlshead 
R3 52,237 Eureka/Saline 
R3 14,801 Middle 

 
R3 13,318 Last Chance 
R3 12,669 Cottonwood 

 
R3 12,108 Grapevine South 
R3 9,695 Cottonwood 

 
R3 8,352 Panamint South 
R3 7,257 Ibex 
R3 6,985 Tucci 

Figure 6:  Most Remote Areas in Death Valley National Park. R3 areas identified 
consisting of over 5,000 or more acres at least 3 miles from all anthropogenic intrusions. 

Names given by author for expedience reflect prominent neighboring geomorphic 
features on official maps.  

 

Aircraft that were audible were timed  using a stopwatch to the approximate 

duration they could be heard by the naked ear.  Aircraft that were seen were not timed for 

the duration visible as audible aircraft disrupt the otherwise tranquil sonic landscape and 

interrupt the sense of solitude more than non-audible aircraft. It should be noted that it is 

quite possible that the numbers of potentially visible yet not audible, aircraft was higher 

than what was recorded simply because inaudible aircraft do not easily draw attention.  

Aircraft intrusions over remote lands presented another challenge in refining the 

remoteness metrics.  Unlike roads or mines, which are in essence “fixed” to the 

landscape, aircraft are temporal disturbances that can exist at varying altitudes and with 

flight paths that continually change relative to the ground.  During the course of this 

study, it was discovered that real-time and archived data of exact flight paths can be 

purchased from private vendors.  However, it was not within the budgetary constraints of 
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this exercise to acquire those data sets. As a compromise, FAA authorized air traffic 

routes were used as a modifying factor. 

Soundscapes and the perceptions of 3rd party participants were not a focus of this 

study. Instead, for analysis purposes, the air routes were treated as linear features 

traversing the data layers below them. Qualifying data was later captured in the field by 

the author.  This data was logged in 3 ways:  audible but not visible aircraft intrusions 

(AA), visible but not audible aircraft intrusions (AV) and aircraft intrusions where both 

factors were present (AAV). 

Trails were treated differently than the other 3 major modifying factors. Given 

that trails do not facilitate motorized traffic, and therefore limit the number of visitors and 

their impact on the landscape, these features were only cataloged at the ¼ mile distance.  

Other data sets that were initially considered but later rejected included: 

microwave cell towers, campgrounds, housing structures, and light pollution. With the 

exception of light pollution, it was quickly determined that there was little significant 

spatial difference  (< .25 mi./402.336m) between any of the aforementioned features and 

the road data.  As for light pollution, Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) 

data shows relatively uniform values across the entire extent of Death Valley National 

Park.  Whatever subtle differences that may exist would require refinement through 

ground-based observations in the field.  That was not in the scope of this project.  

 At the state level, the density of roads and road networks follow the constraints of 

topography. Flat, level terrain with a minimum of obstacles contains the most roads and 

the most intricate road networks (Hawbaker et al 2005).  Areas such as Los Angeles, The 
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San Francisco Bay Area and various cities in the Central Valley have the highest road 

densities in the state.  As one moves farther from the developed urban areas or towards a 

prominent topographic boundary, road densities decrease and the acreage of roadless area 

generally increases.  This pattern is repeated even in the rural areas of transmontane 

California. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the most remote and roadless areas of 

California generally conform to two realities: the more irregular the topography and the 

greater the distance from development, the more “remote” a location usually is found to 

be.  However, these factors are relative and not mutually exclusive, at least in rural and 

semi-primitive areas.  There do exist areas with mountainous terrain and well-defined 

networks of roads (i.e. logging roads in national forests) that are far from any population 

centers.  There also exist relatively low-density road networks that are reasonably close to 

population centers (agricultural lands) on level plains of the Central Valley.  Due to such 

anomalies and the difficulty in creating a quantifiable scale to address all the factors 

affecting the degree of remoteness in these areas, only the most remote categories (R1,R2 

& R3) were selected for more detailed analysis.  
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Chapter 5: Results 

The spine of the rugged Sierra Nevada Mountains harbors the most remote areas 

in the state.  The deepest one can immerse one’s self in this remote wilderness is located 

in an area in Sequoia National Park not far from Mount Whitney registering  ~13.75 

miles from a road in any direction.  The southern Sierra Nevada above 10,000 feet is by 

far the most remote area of the state in terms of distance from all roads.  Approximately 

3.5 million acres of the alpine environment is at least 1 mile from all roads with just over 

2 million acres 3 or more miles from a road.  This one section of the state accounts for 

approximately 44 % of all the acreage in the state that is at least 3 miles from a road.   

METERS MILES RECLASS ACRES 
0.00030 =< 0.0186411 0 10,395,141 

0.00402336 <0.25 1 41,949,053 

0.0160934 <1 2 30,555,616 

0.0482803 <3 3 13,309,556 

0.0965606 >3 4 4,752,310 

Official Acreage 99,813,760 

Calculated Total 100,961,676 

% of difference  1.143 

Figure 7: California’s Roadless Extent (in acres). California’s land areas is 
155,959 sq. miles or 99,813,760 acres. The ~1% discrepancy is most likely due to 
rounding calculations in the creations and reclassification of the raster data.  
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Figure 8: Map of California’s Roadless Extent. The vast majority of California’s remote and 
roadless lands are found either in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the transmontane deserts of the 
south and eastern sections of the state or as isolated stands in the coastal mountains.  
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Figure 9: Remote Areas of Death Valley The most remote areas in DEVA  (R3, 
classification) were at opposite ends of the park and far from the main tourist areas in the 
central region.  Both the Owlshead and Eureka/Saline survey areas are far from paved roads. 
Long approaches are required on dirt roads that where 4WD is highly advisable,  
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Death Valley National Park (DEVA)  is composed of horst and graben terrain. Wide, 

relatively flat basins are interspersed with steep and angular mountain ranges throughout 

the 3.4 million acres inside the park’s boundaries.  Like other areas of the state, roads and 

road networks here are generally confined to the basins and rarely penetrate far into the 

mountains; except at passes and along a few ridgelines.  Remote areas containing 

distances of over 3 miles from all anthropogenic features were spread throughout the 

park. The most remote points were found to be 7.11 miles from any known anthropogenic 

features in the Owlshead Mountains and 6.76 miles in the Eureka Saline survey area.   

 

 

 Figure 10: Death Valley’s Roadless Extent (in acres). The ~1% discrepancy is 
most likely due to rounding calculations in the creation and reclassification of the 
raster data.  

 

Of note was the difference this study’s refinements to the metric made over the 

calculations of the preliminary study of 2010.  In the Owlshead survey area, the identified 

remote point shifted 1.79 miles to the WNW of the surveyed point. In the Eureka/Saline 

METERS MILES RECLASS CATEGORY ACRES 

0.00030 =< 0.0186411 0 Roads (RDS) 58,445 

0.00402336 0.25 1 Near Roads (NR) 582,016 

0.0160934 >1 2 R1 1,208,913 

0.0482803 <3 3 R2 1,334,907 

0.0965606 >3 4 R3  224,036 

 Official Acreage 3,373,063 

Calculated Acreage 3,408,317 

% of difference 1.039 
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area, the remote point migrated ~4.1 miles to the SW.  This was primarily due to the 

abundance of mines, and their accompanying services roads, which were not part of the 

data in the earlier efforts. 

In the R3 category, nine areas of at least 5,000 or more acres were found within 

DEVA.  They ranged from 60,043 to 6,985 acres in extent.  Additionally, there were 

another ten areas that had over 1,000 acres of remote roadless acres and yet another ten 

identified polygons containing anywhere from just under 1,000 acres to a single acre.    

Figure 11: Types and Number of Anthropogenic Intrusions 

 

 

CODE Description Total Eureka Total 

 
AA Aircraft audible only 2 3 
AAV Aircraft audible and visible 2 3 
AV Aircraft visible only 2 6 
C Cell reception 1 0 
IS Invasive species 0 1 
MG Manufactured glass artifact 2 0 
MM Manufactured metal artifact 6 10 
MP Manufactured plastic artifact 5 7 
MW Manufactured wood artifact 1 2 
NPO Navigational reference point or observation. 6 4 
O Ordinance 1 4 
RV Road visible 1 0 
T Trail 1 0 
UA Unidentified Artifact 4 4 
UC Uncatalogued Road 1 1 
    
 Total Intrusions: 35 42 
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The two transects of the Owlshead and Eureka/Saline regions of DEVA produced a 

catalog of 77 different anthropogenic intrusions form a variety of sources.  Manufactured 

metal artifacts were comprised of the greatest number of intrusions in the combined area. 

Cans and fragments of aircraft – the latter more prevalent in the Owls Head Mountain 

area which abuts Ft. Irwin – were the most common types of metal refuse.  Plastic 

artifacts were also common in both surveys with mylar balloons blown in by the wind the 

most common single type.  

 

 

Figure 12: Metal Fragment Found in the Owlshead Survey Area.  This particular shard of metal 
appears to have originated from a military source.  
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Figure 13: Mylar Balloon in Owlshead Range. Seven different balloons of this 
type were found in the two survey areas.  
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Figure 14: Ordinance Artifact in Owlshead Range.  With Ft. Irwin adjacent to 
the southern border of Death Valley National Park, more spent ammunition shells 

were encountered in the Owlshead survey area. Lens cap is for scale.  

 

 

There was an equal number of audible aircraft (5) recorded in each area. In the 

Owlshead Study Area, these sonic disturbances totaled some 12 minutes and 28 seconds. 

The longest single disturbance was one of ~4 minutes in duration.  Conversely, there 

were nearly 6 hours (5:50:25) of natural quiet during the six hour and four minute 

duration of the transect. All five of these acoustic interruptions occurred in a roughly  

four hour span between 10:23 and 14:07. 

In the Eureka/Saline area, there was a similar distribution of disturbances to the 

natural quiet, however, the duration of the study was nearly 4 hours longer. The five 

acoustic events were recorded as taking 11 minutes and 59 seconds away from the 9 

hours, 55 minutes and 30 seconds of overall natural quiet experiences between the start 

and end of the transect. Again, the pattern of the audible aircraft disturbances was similar 
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to that of the Owlshead area. All of the audible aircraft were recorded between 11:15 and 

14:13, a span of just under 3 hours in the middle of the day.  

 

Figure 15: F-18 Fighter Streaks Over Eureka Valley.  There is nothing quite 
like the deafening roar of an air-supremacy fighter sneaking up on you.  There is 
no warning until it has passed you and the wall of sound shakes your body to the 
core. 

 

The maps below show the locations of the survey points, their distribution and their 

relationship to the anthropogenic factors which delineated these two areas (Owlshead and 

Eureka/Saline) as the most remote in Death Valley National Park.  
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Figure 16: Remote Survey Points in the Eureka/Saline Survey Area.  The 
map above shows the transect made of the remote point data in the 2010 

preliminary study.  Refinement of the remoteness metrics has shifted the most 
remote point 4.1 miles SW of the original finding. 
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Figure 17: Remote Survey Points in the Owlshead Mountains Survey Area.  
The map above shows the transect made of the remote point data in the 2010 

preliminary study.  Refinement of the remoteness metrics has shifted the most 
remote point 1.79 miles WNW of the original finding.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

The remote landscapes of Death Valley National Park, like that of the State of 

California or anywhere else, may be quantifiable as discrete physical entities but are 

perhaps best understood though qualitative observation and analysis. Remoteness is a 

relative term even if it can be defined and delineated with precise geographic coordinates 

and displayed graphically on a map as if it is a tangible characteristic of the landscape. 

The same may also be said of wilderness, wild lands, conservation areas or any other 

administrative designation of landscape. Nomenclature may inherently convey status but 

not necessarily character. 

This study attempted to provide insights into the character of these remote and 

wild lands. It highlighted the difficulty of travelling for long periods of time in Death 

Valley’s most isolated and remote wildlands without encountering anthropogenic 

intrusions that can potentially or immediately dispel the notion of solitude or wildness to 

be found there. Consider this observation made by the author immediately after 

conducting the field study in the Eureka/Saline area: 

I had been stumbling on foot across broken, untracked ground for hours. This is a 
land which outwardly appears little changed since the passing of the Native Americans. It 
is a land bathed in natural quiet, an almost eerie stillness in which only labored 
breathing and the soft crunch of footfalls make their way to one’s ear to disturb the 
palpable peace. Then a panic ensues. Like a shot fired in the middle of the night, 
shattering the serenity of this timeless scene, there comes forth an ungodly roar. This 
abomination shakes not only the ground beneath the feet but the bones inside the body. 
Out of nowhere, the scream of a F-22 (fighter jet) flying only 100m above the deck shocks 
the senses and the soul back into the reality of modernity.  

 

Or conversely, imagine you are miles from a road and have not seen any obvious 

signs of human presence in hours. Suddenly a glimmer of light catches your eye. You 
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investigate and find it to be a mylar balloon with cartoon images from a children’s show 

that happed to be popular sometime in the near past. These are the realities of 

backcountry travel in the 21st Century. They are among the findings of this study of the 

remote lands of California.  

Not all the intrusive reminders of civilization were as blatant and obvious as these 

two examples. Scattered relics of milled lumber, metal fragments and other detritus are 

encountered with enough frequency as to make one ponder how many other relics of this 

sort might be lurking just beyond view, perhaps hidden by a rock outcrop or clump of 

vegetation. One of the disadvantages of a transect is that, while it is an efficient means for 

traversing a large geographic area, it does not readily translate into a systemized method 

for canvasing an area. A quadrat analysis of these areas would, potentially, not only 

reveal the extent of anthropogenic intrusions but also their distribution and perhaps hint 

at spatial relationship for further study. Even additional transects from different starting 

and ending points, at different times of the year might yield useful data in this context.  

Though these areas have been delimited as wilderness on maps, in-the-field- 

reconnaissance has shown that they are not as pristine and untrammeled as they might 

appear or that their wilderness designation suggests. Evidence of past human passage, 

current presence and reminders of the civilization outside the bounds of the wilderness 

designation are not uncommon in those areas. As is the case with qualitative data, these 

findings are subjective and highly influenced by individual perceptions. Since no survey 

of outside participants was conducted in this study, only the author’s commentary is 

available for context. As such, the author may have a more purist view of the remote 

qualities of wilderness than another observer to whom even notable anthropogenic 
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intrusions might not seriously diminish the overall character and quality of the remote 

experience.  

Aircraft overflights of wilderness areas were the most consistent, conspicuous and 

annoying anthropogenic intrusions that were encountered in the field surveys. Trash and 

other assorted historical refuse were unsightly and disturbing to encounter, but unless it 

managed to become airborne, it could not follow you once you walked past. There was 

always the option to turn your back on the unsightly disturbance or avert your gaze to a 

more pleasing view. That is not always an option with aircraft intrusions. While is it true 

that a good deal of the local air traffic may go unnoticed by a hiker due to the distance of 

the aircraft or the confounding influence of weather conditions like wind, in the stillness 

of the desert calm, audible aircraft are an inescapable acoustical nuisance even when the 

aircraft themselves are not visible.  

It may seem as if these anthropogenic intrusions are merely annoyances that only 

a select few who venture here will ever have the displeasure to encounter. After all, the 

overwhelming number of visitors to Death Valley National Park, indeed any national 

park, rarely roam but a few yards from their cars, motorhomes or tour busses. It may also 

seem as if noting can be done or should be done to mitigate the presence of these 

intrusions in the wilderness. After all, the National Park Service even classifies trash 

older than 50 years as being “historic” if it meets certain archeological and contextual 

criteria (NPS, 2019).  

Mylar balloons will probably not fall into the aforementioned category 

irrespective of any timeframes. But their presence in the landscape today is a concern to 
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biologists. Whether swallowed whole by unsuspecting animals who later die from their 

misfortune or when they disintegrate into smaller pieces which are ingested over time and 

concentrate in apex predators, plastics work to degrade ecosystems. Park officials are 

actively seeking information on such intrusions, as regression analysis might then be 

performed to estimate where the balloons might have originated and to educate visitors 

on the extent and origins of the problem. 

Aircraft noise, toxic chemicals leaching from abandoned mines, illegal OHV trails 

and unscrupulous park visitors who lack a comprehension of the fragility of these 

environments, all play roles in degrading and demeaning our national heritage that is 

preserved in those remote lands. And while the mining factors may not be increasing 

quantity or scope, at least within park boundaries, all the other factors are on the rise. 

And lately, adventure recreationists looking for unique experiences and/or ways to 

market either their personal brand or leverage their experiences as an influencer for other 

brands, may increasingly seek out such places in order to distinguish themselves.  

The time may have come to look at classifying wilderness using either a “nested-egg” or 

continuum model and perhaps even managing visitor use with those approaches as an 

initializing framework. This study was a first step in exploring the nested egg approach as 

its delineated wilderness areas by the geographic reality of their remoteness from 

anthropogenic features. It may be worthwhile to consider identifying systematically some 

of these core areas of remote wilderness so that more stringent regulation of their use and 

visitation can be considered. Irrespective of what Congress may assume its power to be, 

wild and natural lands cannot be physically “created” by legislation. But wild and natural 

lands can be destroyed by increased changes in regulatory status, neglect or the 
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unmitigated and unregulated factors that were considered in this thesis. If we are to 

safeguard what remains of the most pristine vestiges of our natural heritage for posterity, 

the prudent course of action would be to err on the side of preservation, not conservation. 

But such a controversial stance is likely to be met with resistance.  

There is somewhat of a paradox here too. For in saying that remote landscapes 

have intrinsic values of their own that should be preserved, and that their wild nature 

should be kept intact, or that at least some vestige of wilderness should be left 

untrammeled and untouched by human hands, how then are we to study and understand 

these as remnants without destroying the very qualities that made them so worthy of 

attention and consideration? Indeed, even in the collection of the qualitative data for this 

study, one could argue that some “damage,” however miniscule, was impressed upon the 

landscape with every footfall. But that would miss the point. 

We’re fast approaching the time when anthropogenic influences will be able to be 

recorded and measured at even the smallest of scales everywhere on the globe, if we have 

not passed that threshold already. We can no longer look at wilderness areas and the 

remote landscapes they contain with a mindset rooted in the conservation ethos of the 

past. As geographers and scientists, we must provide context and understanding of these 

last remaining remote areas in the present, even if it means making minimally intrusive 

excursions in to study them. And at the risk of being labeled elitist or discriminatory, to 

identify areas of significant ecological or historical concern and afford them even greater 

protection than the current Wilderness Act affords. This may mean setting aside portions 

of deep wilderness as being off limits to recreational pursuits and only allowing access to 

their perimeters or areas of lower concern.  
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